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kloudtrack® (Saas|Cloud) Platform  
kloudtrack® is a Software-as-a-Service and Cloud Computing 
(SaaS-Cloud) solutions company offering Governance, Risk 
Management and Compliance (GRC) technologies for Business 
Process Management and Human Interaction workflow. 
kloudtrack® integrates best-practices management with audit-trails 
that place a premium on monitoring users, data, transparency and 
collaborative processes.
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Finding Solutions in the Cloud
CASE STUDY

Introduction
Brevard County is located on the East Coast of Florida and borders the 
Atlantic Ocean. One of the largest counties in the state, the population 
exceeds more than 550,000 citizens and includes Cocoa Beach and  
Cape Canaveral.

The government infrastructure of this county is massive, and is responsible 
for a vast amount of information, including laws and regulations. The data 
stored on the legacy system needed to be kept safe and secure.

In addition, the county’s location next to the ocean makes it a prime  
tourist attraction, placing an added workload on the local government to 
ensure that the main source of income is monitored and kept healthy  
and attractive.

Challenge
The Brevard County Clerk’s office was faced with a problem that many 
government agencies are familiar with: a defunct computer system was 
currently the holding place for millions of documents, which had been 
scanned into an electronic format.

This system was archaic and cumbersome, its outmoded software and 
interface was known to a handful of in-house employees and required 
a dedicated engineer and a senior programmer to derive information for 
use in the newer systems.

kloudfile™
Document Management 

Secure, Store, Retain, Retrieve

kloudflow™
Process, Track, Report, Audit

kloudcapture™
Paper to PC, Legacy Data to Cloud 

Barcodes/Zonal OCR, Scan

kloudexchange™
Data Import/Export, Integration of 

Disparate Data, Reporting & Analytics

kloudmedia™
Multimedia, Editing, Training/

Education, Compliance, Social Media

kloudreportal™
Business Intelligence, Metadata 

Reporting & Analytics

kloudcash™
AR/AP Workflow, Check Processing 

OCR/Bar Coding, ACH/Check21

kloudsign™
Digital Signatures or Ceremonies, 

Full Audit-Trails

kloudtrack® modules include:
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Yearly maintenance costs and licensing fees were 
draining precious funds from the county. In addition, 
skilled employees were being paid to handle a system 
that was past its prime; their intelligence and experience 
could be put to better use in other departments.

Finally, because the county clerk was subject to records 
retention laws and regulations, they were responsible for 
ensuring the documents were protected from disaster, 
could be properly retained, and also accessible to the 
public. 

Revenue reductions, staff changes and interoperability 
were key mitigating factors in the choices which had 
to be made. Another area of concern was the ease of 
transfer in regard to moving records and documents 
from the old system into the new solution, whatever  
that was.

A modern solution that met the requirements, and 
provided excellent results at controllable costs, was 
desperately needed. 

Resolve
kloudtrack® has harnessed the power and efficiency of 
web based, multi-tenant software as a service and cloud 
computing (SaaS|Cloud). This technology allows the 
company to create solutions that are easy to deploy and 
learn, and provide almost instantaneous ROI for  
the client.

kloudtrack®’s solutions have enabled companies from 
a variety of industries – including health care, financial 
services, government and pharmaceutical – to tackle 
challenges such as business process management, 
document archiving and retrieval, workflow, compliance 
and risk mitigation.

Upon first meeting with the Brevard County Clerk’s 
Office, the kloudtrack® team immediately recognized 
several factors:

• Budget constraints meant the solution would have to 
be easily mastered and used by a small team.

• Reducing hardware costs and salaries would decrease 
TCO (Total Cost of Ownership). 

• kloudtrack®’s solutions are scalable, and could be 
easily matched to the demand of this client.

• Document scanning and archiving systems were out 
of budget, and represented a solution that was rapidly 
becoming outdated.

The kloudtrack® technology can be easily incorporated 
into the government sector’s information flow and 
required reporting rules, which helped in the initial 
phases of the project. Besides instituting a new 
technology, the team also had to deal with the 
human element in the form of employees who were 
comfortable with the current system. 

kloudtrack®’s intuitive user interface and additional 
capabilities went a long way in persuading the 
employees of Brevard County that this was the solution 
they needed. kloudtrack® enables a smaller staff to 
achieve much more work than before, which boosted 
the client’s ROI and overall performance.

Once kloudtrack® had been installed, the client 
saw immediate gains in easier collaboration among 
the staff, reduced costs for personnel and hardware 
and improvements in regulatory compliance, another 
money saver. Keeping the critical information stored 
in this system safe and secure was now placed on 
management’s list of responsibilities.
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Thanks to kloudtrack® and its team, a new system had 
been installed for the Brevard County Clerk’s Office. Easy 
to access, kloudtrack’s simple learning curve eliminated 
employee resistance and produced an immediate ROI in 
terms of salary and hardware costs. 

Summary
kloudtrack®’s mission is to help clients take full 
advantage of SaaS|Cloud computing governance, risk 
management and compliance (GRC). 

Simple, yet powerful, and fully affordable, kloudtrack®’s 
solutions can be scaled to fit almost any client. Our 
experience and knowledge enable us to ramp up quickly 

and almost immediately eliminate services and hardware 
that drain a client’s profit line. ROI begins when the 
system comes online!

Working with clients such as the Brevard County Clerk 
allows us to demonstrate how fully functional our 
solution can be. This success in the government arena 
has been already repeated in the other sectors. 

Appendix
The table below displays the conventional TCO for the 
Brevard County project. Projected savings were more 
than $1,000,000 with an overall savings of 58%.

TCO CONVENTIONAL

Acquisition Cost Operating Cost Cost

Software $261,950 $166,258 $428,208

Hardware $252,500 $334,597 $587,097

Personnel $7,000 $93,016 $100,016

Network/Communication $50,000 $26,400 $76,400

Facilities $1,100 $6,600 $7,700

Maintenance/License $14,469 $520,656 $535,125

$587,019 $1,147,527 $1,734,546

TCO SAAS – KLOUDTRACK

Acquisition Cost Operating Cost Cost

Software $0 $0 $350,000

Hardware $33,719 $334,507 $368,226

Personnel $0 $0 $20,288

Network/Communication $0 $0 $0

Facilities $1,100 $6,600 $7,700

Maintenance/License $50,000 $300,000 $350,000

$84,819 $641,107 $725,926

Total Savings - Gross $1,008,620

Savings Percentage 58%


